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Has there ever been an occasion in your life where, in the moment, it felt terrible, but in time you could look 
back and see that it was a gift? This week, we’re going to look at a theory called The Hindsight Window.

The Hindsight Window: The period of time between a perceived bad event taking place and the day you can finally let 
it go and see it as the gift that it really was.

The Foundational Principles of The Hindsight Window:

 
     LONGER Hindsight Window = Less happiness in life

     SHORTER Hindsight Window =  More happiness in life 

 y Your happiness as a person will depend on the length of your hindsight windows.

 » The longer your hindsight window, the less happiness you’re going to experience in life.

 » How do we deal with that? 

 ` However much anger and resentment you have about the events of your past will equal the 
amount of fear and anxiety you have about your future.

 ` However much gratitude and happiness and acceptance we have about our past will translate 
into faith about our future. 

Anger PAST + Resentment PAST = Fear FUTURE & Anxiety FUTURE

Gratitude PAST + Happiness PAST + Acceptance PAST = Faith FUTURE

 
 
Watch the talk Eric did in Mykonos, Greece, on The Hindsight Window. 

 
Q: What’s hardest to clean up, your past, present or future? 

A: Your present is always hardest to clean up.
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For your future: you can recognize who you are and the habits you have, and you can act on them. 

 y If you are easily triggered by stuff, what you now know to do is create a future pattern interrupt, just 
like Eric did with the red and yellow cards to avoid road rage.

 y We can look to the future and find preemptive strategies to not let things turn bad in the first place. 

For your past: you can clean it up by shortening your hindsight window. Go back into your memories and try 
to remember them differently than you did before. 

 y If there are still events in your past that you are mulling over, then ask yourself what those events  
really meant. 

 » NOT what meaning you gave them at the time. Look at the events, and with your current age and 
experience and wisdom, ask what the events REALLY meant. 

 » Then ask yourself how each event served you. 

 ` Did it make you stronger? 

 ` Did it prepare you for other things? 

 ` Did it teach you about human behaviour? 

 ` What did it do for you?

The present is ALWAYS the hardest to manage. 

 y To manage the present: you need to identify the emotion you’re having, and then you figure out if it is 
best serving you. 

 y Then ask yourself, “What emotion would be serving me better?” 

 y AND THEN ask yourself, “What would have to happen for me to find gratitude right now?” 

 y What are some of the things in the future you might be grateful for about that event? 

 y Associate to your answers and you will find a level of peace and calm in the eye of the storm that can 
change your life forever.

 y This can make you a phenomenal leader, an unbelievable parent, and a better person.

 » Most importantly, it can dramatically improve your experience of life. 
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Homework 

PART 1

Look into your past and see if there are any unresolved issues back there. If so, try this simple exercise. Write 
it down in a journal, not through the eyes of you at the time, but write down what happened dispassionately, 
and then ask yourself: What does this really mean? 

PART 2

Take a look at the future. There might be certain things that you are triggered by, or there are certain habits 
that you need to change, so do exactly the same thing. Look at what you can do against what sets you off. In 
other words: what could you do as a pattern interrupt to get away from what’s bothering you? 

BONUS HOMEWORK

If anything “bad” happens to you this week, stop time for a minute and ask yourself if it is possible that one 
day you will be grateful for what is happening right now and, if it’s possible, why that might be. 



Notes:


